
Tableau Vivant
 was I just inside a painting?
When I walked in the garden, at first I didn’t see anything peculiar. There 
where some nice flowers, two Red Maple trees (which I like!) and some logs 
to sit on. But then I catched a glimpse of something familiar. 
Was that my coat that I saw in front of me in the garden?

Curious as I am, I went on to investigate this mystery. As I came closer, I 
saw myself in a reclection. On further inspection, the mirrored wall opened 
itself and formed a gallery-like space in the middle of the garden. In this 
gallery stood a man watching a window, a window that I didn’t notice earlier 
on the outside. 
The man was watching the path with the logs I was just walking on. But it 

didn’t look the same. In fact, it resembled a painting. Next to the window 
was a label, like they use in a museum. David Hockney-Astray (2008), it 
said. Was I just inside a painting? Or outside in a garden?

Tableau Vivant brings three famous landscape paintings to life.

Vincent van Gogh – Bos met Kreupelhout (1887)

Trees: Existing forest on location
Groundcover: Houttuynia cordata ‘Plena’ (june-august)
Groundcover: yellow Lysimachia punctata (june-july)

David Hockney – Astray (2008)

Tree on foreground: existing tree on location
Groundcover foreground: vinca minor purple (april-may)
Trees on background: existing trees on location
Groundcover background: yellow Lysimachia punctata (june-july)

A.Y. Jackson – The Red Maple (1914)

Large river rocks grey/brown
Tree: small red maple
river: existing pathway (east-west axis)
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Large river rocks grey/brown
Tree: small red maple
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folly/gallery: timber construction, white smooth finish inside

birdproof mirrored glass panels (foil)

maple detailing


